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Recommended Books:  The Healing Power of Human Connection in a Sometimes Lonely World 
by Dr. Vivek Murthy, The New Normal by Dr. Jen Ashton, Brain Tap by Patrick Porter, PhD  

Main Points: 

1. We have all been living with very high stress for 16 months which has affected our minds 
and our physical bodies in a variety of ways. We are now facing new routines, new activities 
in the world around us, new places to go besides our homes. Your mind and body will 
approach this change just like it did when moving into isolation because it is a big change to 
your routines. Your brain has been in survival mode for 16 months—it is tired. Help your 
brain move from Survivor Brain to Thriver Brain.  

 
2. Our lives have been changed over these 16 months of COVID life-- its isolation forced 

unnatural changes in our lives—personal and professional. We have experienced loss of our 
health, routines, activities, family and friends. Take a moment to identify and acknowledge 
these losses for yourself to let go of the past and step forward. Letting out these feelings in 
writing for yourself or sharing with someone close to you decreases depression and anxiety 
related to keeping these things inside. 

 
3. As you move toward another big change in your daily routines—returning to the office 

setting--Take stock of places you are feeling depleted from ongoing stresses over these past 
16 months. Recognize your need to refill those inner resources to perform well at work and 
enjoy your family and friends. Do more of those things you enjoy to regain inner calm. Seek 
a professional counselor if necessary to get this started.  

 
4. Human minds adapt to new challenges best using 5 skills you already have—Curiosity (seek 

answers to your questions); Creativity; Initiative (take ideas and make it happen); 
Networking with others (support, venting, ideas); Empathy—noticing that a coworker or 
friend is not doing well emotionally and offering help. 

 
5. Identify those coping skills you may not be aware of doing over the past 15 months but 

have in your toolbox already and continue to use now. Work those into your daily life 
moving forward. Keep doing the new routines and things you like from this time at home 
too. 

 
6. We all experienced physical changes during the high stress of 2020.Poor sleep or more 

sleep: Increased body and headaches; GI problems; weight gain/loss; muscle twitching; 
more easily startled and fearful; slower thinking; decreased memory from before COVID. 



 
7. We also experienced psychological changes: Increased depression and anxiety because of 

changes in our routines and habits; limited and repetitive activities in 2020 brain memory 
shrank a bit; sadness and loneliness in the soul due to isolation and limited social 
connections, loss of loved ones in your life, and because we could not reach out in normal 
ways to touch and hug each other as needed for comfort.  

 
8. Moving forward now—focus on the positives—vaccines, more effective treatments, less 

severe illness. Eat more healthy foods. Exercise 15 minutes daily—even in 5 minute bits. Use 
less judgement for others about---wearing or not wearing masks, going out to crowded 
places or not going out—Remember that everyone is doing their best. moving at their own 
pace as things change again. This is true for you too, so be kind and gentle with yourself and 
each other especially when differences are present.    

 
9. Look for new ways to connect with others, a smile because you don’t wear a mask, a hug for 

those close to you, hold a hand to pray or reach out and touch of a friend when visiting. We 
need 10 meaningful and physical touches a day to feel emotionally connected to others and 
this releases all the good neurotransmitters—endorphins, oxytocin, dopamine--- and boosts 
our immune system so our bodies function better. 

 
10. Stress buster tips: Reset yourself with the rainfall of light experience filling your body and 

mind with soothing light and continue your day. Laugh often through your day. Breathe in 
nose and out pursed lips 2 to 3 times when stressed. Try phone apps for meditations. Try for 
better sleep at night. Listen to favorite music. Stop lunchtime errands. Be patient with your 
office mates as everyone settles into a higher level distractions-- 4 to 6 weeks to adjust. 

 
11. Start your day with 3 questions: What can I look forward to today? What has the potential 

to stress me out or worry me—separate factual worry from catastrophic worry? How do I 
want to feel at the end of my day? 

 

12. Practice gratitude and appreciation for yourself, your day, and offer it others. At the end of 
your day, pick 3 things to be grateful for that day; pick 1 thing to pat yourself on the back 
for; send 3 people love and good wishes.  


